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Final project

• 12/6 (Tues): we need your poster PDF if you 
want it printed (will send instructions to submit)

• 12/13 (Tues): poster session, 2:30-3:45 
in CS 150/151

• Poster boards are 2ft wide, 3ft tall

• 12/22: Final report due 
[[CHANGED from lecture.  not 12/16.]]

• (This week: one last, writing-based HW: practice 
writing about research papers.)
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MT is long-sought
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Georges Artrouni's 
“mechanical brain”, 
a translation device 
patented in France 
in 1933. (Image from 
Corbé by way of 
John Hutchins)

The memory was the core of the device. It consisted of a paper band 40 cm wide, which 
could be up to 40 meters in length, moving over two rolling drums and held in position 
by perforations on the edges. The dictionary entries were recorded in normal orthographic 
form (i.e. not coded) line by line in five columns. The first column was for the source 
language word (or term), the other columns for equivalents in other languages and for 
other useful information.
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MT is hard
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• Word order, word meanings
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MT is hard

• Word meaning:
many-to-many and context dependent
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• Translation itself is hard: metaphors, cultural 
references, etc.
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MT goals

• Motivation: Human translation is expensive

• Rough translation vs. none

• Interactive assistance for human translators

• e.g. Lilt
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZ7G3gQgpfI

• https://lilt.com/app/projects/details/1887/edit-document/2306

• [compare to bilingual dictionary]
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MT paradigms
• Rule-based transfer rules

• Manually program lexicons/rules

• SYSTRAN (AltaVista Babelfish; originally from 70s)

• Statistical MT

• Word-to-word, phrase-to-phrase probs

• Learn translation rules from data,
search for high-scoring translation outputs

• Phrase or syntactic transformations

• Key research in the early 90s

• Google Translate (mid 00s)

• Open-source: Moses

• Neural MT

• Research in early 10s;  very recently deployed

• Latent representations of words/phrases
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Vauquois Triangle
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Direct (word-based) transfer
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shallow morphological analysis; each source word is directly mapped onto some target
word. Direct translation is thus based on a large bilingual dictionary; each entry in the
dictionary can be viewed as a small program whose job is to translate one word. After
the words are translated, simple reordering rules can apply, for example for moving
adjectives after nouns when translating from English to French.

The guiding intuition of the direct approach is that we translate by incrementally
transforming the source language text into a target language text. While the pure
direct approach is no longer used, this transformational intuition underlies all modern
systems, both statistical and non-statistical.

Figure 25.5 Direct machine translation. The major component, indicated by size here,
is the bilingual dictionary.

Let’s look at a simplified direct system on our first example, translating from En-
glish into Spanish:

(25.11) Mary didn’t slap the green witch
Maria
Mary

no
not

dió
gave

una
a

bofetada
slap

a
to

la
the

bruja
witch

verde
green

The four steps outlined in Fig. 25.5 would proceed as shown in Fig. 25.6.
Step 2 presumes that the bilingual dictionary has the phrase dar una bofetada a

as the Spanish translation of English slap. The local reordering step 3 would need
to switch the adjective-noun ordering from green witch to bruja verde. And some
combination of ordering rules and the dictionary would deal with the negation and
past tense in English didn’t. These dictionary entries can be quite complex; a sample
dictionary entry from an early direct English-Russian system is shown in Fig. 25.7.

While the direct approach can deal with our simple Spanish example, and can han-
dle single-word reorderings, it has no parsing component or indeed any knowledge
about phrasing or grammatical structure in the source or target language. It thus cannot
reliably handle longer-distance reorderings, or those involving phrases or larger struc-
tures. This can happen even in languages very similar to English, like German, where
adverbs like heute (‘today’) occur in different places, and the subject (e.g., die grüne
Hexe) can occur after the main verb, as shown in Fig. 25.8.

Input: Mary didn’t slap the green witch
After 1: Morphology Mary DO-PAST not slap the green witch
After 2: Lexical Transfer Maria PAST no dar una bofetada a la verde bruja
After 3: Local reordering Maria no dar PAST una bofetada a la bruja verde
After 4: Morphology Maria no dió una bofetada a la bruja verde

Figure 25.6 An example of processing in a direct system
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Syntactic transfer
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structural knowledge into our MT models. We’ll flesh out this intuition in the next
section.

25.2.2 Transfer
As Sec. 25.1 illustrated, languages differ systematically in structural ways. One strat-
egy for doing MT is to translate by a process of overcoming these differences, altering
the structure of the input to make it conform to the rules of the target language. This
can be done by applying contrastive knowledge, that is, knowledge about the differ-CONTRASTIVE

KNOWLEDGE

ences between the two languages. Systems that use this strategy are said to be based
on the transfer model.TRANSFER MODEL

The transfer model presupposes a parse of the source language, and is followed
by a generation phase to actually create the output sentence. Thus, on this model,
MT involves three phases: analysis, transfer, and generation, where transfer bridges
the gap between the output of the source language parser and the input to the target
language generator.

It is worth noting that a parse for MT may differ from parses required for other pur-
poses. For example, suppose we need to translate John saw the girl with the binoculars
into French. The parser does not need to bother to figure out where the prepositional
phrase attaches, because both possibilities lead to the same French sentence.

Once we have parsed the source language, we’ll need rules for syntactic transfer
and lexical transfer. The syntactic transfer rules will tell us how to modify the source
parse tree to resemble the target parse tree.

Nominal

Adj Noun

⇒ Nominal

Noun Adj

Figure 25.10 A simple transformation that reorders adjectives and nouns

Figure 25.10 gives an intuition for simple cases like adjective-noun reordering; we
transform one parse tree, suitable for describing an English phrase, into another parse
tree, suitable for describing a Spanish sentence. These syntactic transformations areSYNTACTIC

TRANSFORMATIONS

operations that map from one tree structure to another.
The transfer approach and this rule can be applied to our example Mary did not

slap the green witch. Besides this transformation rule, we’ll need to assume that the
morphological processing figures out that didn’t is composed of do-PAST plus not, and
that the parser attaches the PAST feature onto the VP. Lexical transfer, via lookup in
the bilingual dictionary, will then remove do, change not to no, and turn slap into the
phrase dar una bofetada a, with a slight rearrangement of the parse tree, as suggested
in Fig. 25.11.

For translating from SVO languages like English to SOV languages like Japanese,
we’ll need even more complex transformations, for moving the verb to the end, chang-
ing prepositions into postpositions, and so on. An example of the result of such rules is
shown in Fig. 25.12. An informal sketch of some transfer rules is shown in Fig. 25.13.
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Interlingua
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• More like classic logic-based AI

• Works in narrow domains

• Broad domain currently fails

• Coverage: Knowledge representation for all possible semantics?

• Can you parse to it?

• Can you generate from it?

“Mary did not slap the green witch”
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Rules are hard

• Coverage

• Complexity (context dependence)

• Maintenance

12
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Machine learning for MT

• MT as ML:   Translation is something people do 
naturally.  Learn rules from data?

• Parallel data:  (source, target) text pairs

• E.g. 20 million words of European Parliament 
proceedings
http://www.statmt.org/europarl/

• Training: learn parameters to predict
{source => target}

• Test time: given source sentence, search for 
high-scoring target  (e.g. beam search)

13
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Machine translation
P(target text | source text) / P(source text | target text) P(target text)

Original
text

Hypothesized transmission process

Inference problem

Observed
text

Noisy channel model
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Machine translation
P(target text | source text) / P(source text | target text) P(target text)

Original
text

Hypothesized transmission process

Inference problem

Observed
text

Noisy channel model

One naturally wonders if the problem of translation could 
conceivably be treated as a problem in cryptography. When 
I look at an article in Russian, I say: ‘This is really written in 
English, but it has been coded in some strange symbols. I 

will now proceed to decode.’

-- Warren Weaver (1955)
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Statistical MT
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Historical notes: http://cs.jhu.edu/~post/bitext/

• Pioneered at IBM, early 1990s
(Forerunner of 90s-era statistical revolution in NLP)
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Statistical MT

16

"Every time I fire a linguist,
the performance of the speech recognizer goes up"
[Fred Jelinek]

• Pioneered at IBM, early 1990s
(Forerunner of 90s-era statistical revolution in NLP)

• Noisy channel model borrowed from
speech recognition processing
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IBM Models 

• [Brown et al. 1993, “The Mathematics of Statistical Machine Translation: 
Parameter Estimation”]

• Lexical translations: each source word has word-
level translations to target language

• Alignments: hypothesizes that individual input 
words get translated to outputs (potentially in 
different order)

• Training

• Problem: don’t know which came from which!

• Solution: use the EM algorithm

17
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Example: learning with parallel data
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■ Mach in e tran slation  of h um an  lan guages (for ex-
am ple, Japan ese, En glish , Span ish ) was on e of th e
earliest  goals of com puter scien ce research , an d it
rem ain s an  elusive on e. Like m an y AI tasks, tran s-
lation  requires an  im m en se am oun t of kn owledge
about lan guage an d th e world. Recen t approach es
to  m ach in e t ran slat ion  freq u en t ly m ake u se of
text-based learn in g algorith m s to fu lly or partially
autom ate th e acquisition  of kn owledge. Th is arti-
cle illustrates th ese approach es.

How can  we write a com puter program  to
t ran slate an  En glish  sen ten ce in to
Jap an ese? An yon e wh o  h as t aken  a

graduate-level course in  AI kn ows th e an swer.
First , com pute th e m ean in g of th e En glish  sen -
ten ce; th at  is, con vert  it  in to logic or your fa-
vorit e kn owled ge rep resen tat ion  lan gu age.
Th is con version  process will appeal to a d ictio-
n ary, wh ich  m aps words (such  as canyon) on to
con cepts (such  as can yon ) an d to a world  m od-
el th at  con tain s fact s abou t  reality (su ch  as
can yon s don ’t  fly). In  th is way, an  am biguous
sen ten ce such  as “Joh n  saw th e Gran d Can yon
flyin g to New York” gets th e correct  in terpreta-
tion . Fin ally, turn  th e con ceptual structure in to
Japan ese (or wh atever), usin g furth er gram m at-
ical an d lexical kn owledge bases. 

Alon g th e way, th ere will be m an y fascin at-
in g problem s to solve, such  as can yon s don ’t
fly, bu t do people fly? On ly in  th e sen se of ride-
in -airp lan e, with  th e caveat  th at  th e wh eels of
th e airp lan e m u st  at  som e p o in t  leave th e
groun d, do we fly; oth erwise, we’re just taxiin g.
How about “Joh n  flew m e to New York”? Th is
is an oth er m ean in g of fl y, in volvin g drive-air-
p lan e as well as ride-in -airp lan e. In  addit ion , if
I state “Un ited flew m e to New York,” I m igh t
say th at  th e airp lan e th at  I rode in  was driven
by an  em ployee of th e airlin e th at own s th e air-
p lan e. W h ile we’re at  it , wh y don ’t  can yon s

fly? Airplan es an d can yon s are both  in an im ate,
bu t a can yon  seem s too big to fly or, an yway,
n ot aerodyn am ic en ough .… We seem  to be on
th e righ t track, bu t con siderin g th e vastn ess of
h um an  lan guage an d th e in tricacies of m ean -
in g, we’re in  for a lon g journ ey. 

Mean wh ile, in  th e real world (n ot th e form al
m odel), people are buyin g sh rin k-wrapped m a-
ch in e-tran slation  software for $50. E-m ail pro-
gram s sh ip  with  option al lan guage-tran slation
capacity. Com pan ies use m ach in e tran slat ion
to tran slate m an uals an d track revision s. Ma-
ch in e-tran slat ion  products h elp  govern m en ts
to tran slate web pages an d oth er n et  traffic. 

Wh at’s h appen in g h ere? Is AI irrelevan t? No,
bu t  th ere are m an y ap p roach es to  m ach in e
tran slation , an d n ot all of th em  use form al se-
m an tic represen tat ion s. (I’ll describe som e in
th is art icle.) Th is sh ou ld  com e as n o su rprise
because m ach in e t ran slat ion  p redates AI as a
field . An  AI scien t ist  cou ld  easily sp en d  two
m on th s rep resen t in g “Joh n  saw th e Gran d
Can yon  flyin g to New York,” but an ybody with
a bilin gual d ict ion ary can  build  a gen eral-pur-
pose, word-for-word tran slator in  a day. With
th e correct lan guage pair, an d n o sm all am oun t
of luck, word-for-word resu lts m igh t be in telli-
gib le: ”Joh n  vi el Gran d  Can yon  vo lan d o  a
New York.” Th is is okay Sp an ish . However,
m ost of th e t im e, th e tran slation s will be terri-
b le, wh ich  is wh y m ach in e-t ran slat ion  re-
search ers are bu sy bu ild in g h igh -q u ality se-
m an tics-based m ach in e-tran slation  system s in
circu m scribed  d om ain s, su ch  as weath er re-
p ort s (Ch an d iou x an d  Grim aila 1996) an d
h eavy-equipm en t m an uals (Nyberg an d Mita-
m ura 1992); aban don in g au tom atic m ach in e-
tran slation  an d build in g software to assist  h u-
m an  t ran slators in stead  (Dagan  an d  Ch u rch
1997; Macklovitch  1994; Isabelle et  al. 1993);
an d developin g au tom atic kn owledge-acquisi-

Articles
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Autom ating Knowledge 
Acquisition for 

Machine Translation 
Kevin Knight 

Copyrigh t © 1997, Am erican  Association  for Artificial In telligen ce. All righ ts reserved. 0738-4602-1997 /  $2.00

AI Magazine Volume 18 Number 4 (1997) (© AAAI)Sen ten ce pair 3 is m uch  m ore ch allen gin g.
So far, we h ave

erok sprok izok h ih ok gh irok 

totat dat arrat vat h ilat

Th e Cen tauri word izok would be tran slated
as eith er totat, arrat, or vat, yet  wh en  you  look
at izok in  sen ten ce pair 6, n on e of th ose th ree
words appear in  th e Arcturan . Th erefore, izok
ap p ears to  be am bigu ou s. Th e word  hihok ,
h owever, is fixed in  sen ten ce pair 11 as arrat.
Both  sen ten ce pairs 3 an d 12 h ave izok hihok
sit t in g directly on  top of arrat vat; so, in  all pos-
sibility, vat seem s a reason able tran slation  for
(am bigu ou s) izok. Sen ten ce pairs 5, 6, an d  9
su ggest  th at quat is it s o th er t ran slat ion .
Th rough  process of elim in ation , you  con n ect
th e word s erok an d totat , fin ish in g o ff th e
an alysis: 

erok sprok izok h ih ok gh irok 

totat dat arrat vat h ilat

Notice th at align in g th e sen ten ce pairs h elps
you  to  bu ild  th e t ran slat ion  d ict ion ary an d
th at  bu ild in g th e t ran slat ion  d ict ion ary also
h elps you  decide on  correct  align m en ts. You
m igh t call th is th e decipherm ent m ethod. 

Figu re 3 sh ows th e p rogress so  far. With  a
ballpoin t  pen  an d som e patien ce, you  can  car-
ry th is reason in g to its logical en d, leadin g to
th e followin g tran slation  diction ary:

an ok - p ippat m ok - gat
brok - lat n ok - n n at
clok - bat ok-drubel - at-drubel
crrrok - (n on e?) ok-voon  - at-voon
drok - sat ok-yurp  - at-yurp
en em ok - en eat ororok - bich at
erok - totat p lok - rrat
farok - jjat rarok - forat
gh irok - h ilat sprok - dat
h ih ok - arrat stok - cat
izok - vat/quat wiwok - totat
jok - krat yorok - m at
kan tok - oloat zan zan ok - zan zan at
lalok - wat/ iat

Th e d ict ion ary sh ows am biguous Cen tauri
words (such  as izok) an d am biguous Arcturan
words (such  as totat). It  also con tain s a curious
Cen tau ri word  (crrrok) th at  h as n o  t ran sla-
t ion —after th e align m en t of sen ten ce pair 11,
th is word was som eh ow left  over: 

lalok n ok crrrok h ih ok yorok zan zan ok

wat n n at arrat m at zan zan at

You  begin  to  sp ecu late wh eth er crrrok is
som e kin d of an  affix, or crrrok hihok is a polite
form  of hihok, but you  are sudden ly wh isked
away by an  alien  spacecraft  an d put to work in
th e In terstellar Tran slation  Bureau , wh ere you
are im m ed iately tasked  with  t ran slat in g th e

Articles
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--------------------------------------------------
1a.  ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b.  at-voon bichat dat .
--------------------------------------------------
2a.  ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b.  at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .
--------------------------------------------------
3a.  erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b.  totat dat arrat vat hilat .
--------------------------------------------------
4a.  ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b.  at-voon krat pippat sat lat .
--------------------------------------------------
5a.  wiwok farok izok stok .

5b.  totat jjat quat cat .
--------------------------------------------------
6a.  lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b.  wat dat krat quat cat .
--------------------------------------------------
7a.  lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b.  wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .
--------------------------------------------------
8a.  lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b.  iat lat pippat rrat nnat .
--------------------------------------------------
9a.  wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b.  totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
--------------------------------------------------
10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
--------------------------------------------------
11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
--------------------------------------------------
12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .
--------------------------------------------------

Translation dictionary:

ghirok - hilat             ok-yurp - at-yurp
ok-drubel - at-drubel      zanzanok - zanzanat
ok-voon - at-voon          

Figure 2. Twelve Pairs of Sentences W ritten in 
Im aginary Centauri and Arcturan Languages.
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lat ion  is, of course, m ore com plicated: 
First , on ly 2 of th e 27 Cen tauri words were

am biguous, wh ereas in  n atural lan guages such
as En glish , alm ost all words are am biguous. 

Secon d, sen ten ce len gth  was un ch an ged in
all bu t  on e of th e tran slation s; in  real tran sla-
t ion , th is is rare. 

Th ird , th e ext raterrest rial sen ten ces were
m u ch  sh orter th an  typ ical n atu ral lan gu age
sen ten ces. 

Fourth , words are tran slated differen tly de-
pen din g on  con text . Th e tran slat ion  m eth od
on ly used Cen tauri word-pair coun ts for con -
text , p referrin g “wiwok rarok...” over “erok
rarok.…” However, resolvin g lexical am biguity
in  gen eral requires a m uch  wider con text an d,
often , soph ist icated reason in g as well. 

Fifth , ou tput word order sh ould  be sen sit ive
to in put word order. Our m eth od could n ot de-
cide between  ou tpu t  “Joh n  loves Mary” an d
“Mary loves Joh n ,” even  th ou gh  on e of th e
two is likely to be a terrible tran slation . 

Sixth , th e data seem ed to be cooked: Drop
out sen ten ce pairs 8 an d 9, for exam ple, an d
we would n ot be able to sett le on  align m en ts
for th e rem ain in g sen ten ces. Man y such  align -
m en ts wou ld  be p ossib le, com p licat in g ou r
tran slation  diction ary. 

Seven th , our m eth od does n ot allow for an y
ph rasal d ict ion ary en tries (for exam ple, anok
plok = pippat rrat), alth ough  h um an  tran slators
m ake exten sive use of such  diction aries. 

Th e list  goes on : W h at  abou t  p ron ou n s?
W h at  abou t  in flect ion al m orph ology? W h at
abou t  st ructu ral am bigu ity? Wh at  abou t  do-
m ain  kn owled ge? W h at  abou t  th e scop e o f
n egation ? 

However, ou r ext raterrest rial exam ple was
realist ic in  on e respect: It  was actually an  exer-
cise in  Span ish -En glish  tran slation ! Cen tauri is
m erely En glish  in  ligh t  d isguise—for erok, read
his; for sprok, read associates; an d so on . Span -
ish  an d Arcturan  are also th e sam e. Here is th e
real bilin gual train in g corpus:

1a. Garcia an d associates.
1b. Garcia y asociados.

2a. Carlos Garcia h as th ree associates.
2b. Carlos Garcia t ien e tres asociados.

3a. h is associates are n ot stron g.
3b. sus asociados n o son  fuertes.

4a. Garcia h as a com pan y also.
4b. Garcia tam bien  t ien e un a em presa.

5a. its clien ts are an gry.
5b. sus clien tes están  en fadados.

6a. th e associates are also an gry.
6b. los asociados tam bien  están  en fadados.

7a. th e clien ts an d th e associates are en em ies.
7b. los clien tes y los asociados son  en em igos.

8a. th e com pan y h as th ree groups.
8b. la em presa t ien e tres grupos.

9a. its groups are in  Europe.
9b. sus grupos están  en  Europa.

10a. th e m odern  groups sell stron g ph arm aceuti-
cals.
10b. los grupos m odern os ven den  m edicin as
fuertes.

11a. th e groups do n ot sell zan zan in e.
11b. los grupos n o ven den  zan zan in a.

12a. th e sm all groups are n ot m odern .
12b. los grupos pequeñ os n o son  m odern os. 

If you  don ’t  kn ow Span ish  (even  if you  do),
you  can  con gratu late yourself on  h avin g tran s-
lated th e n ovel sen ten ce “la em presa t ien e en -
em igos fuertes en  Europa” (13b) as “th e com -
pan y h as stron g en em ies in  Europe” (13a). Had
you n ot flipped th e order of ghirok an d enem ok,
your tran slation  would h ave been  worse: “Th e
com pan y h as en em ies stron g in  Europe.” Like-
wise, you  tran slated “sus grupos pequeñ os n o
ven den  m edicin as (14b) as “its sm all groups do
n ot sell ph arm aceuticals” (14a). Th e curiously
un tran slatable Cen tauri word crrrok was actual-
ly th e En glish  word do; “do n ot sell” tran slates
to “n o ven den .” 

With out relyin g on  lin gu ist ic ph rase struc-
ture an d real-world  kn owledge, you  were able
to learn  en ough  about En glish  an d Span ish  to
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Figure 5. An Attem pt to Put a Group of Centauri W ords in the Right Order.
Arrows represen t previously observed word pairs from  figure 4.
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Example: learning with parallel data
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Lexical Translation

• How do we translate a word? Look it up in the 
dictionary

• Multiple translations

• Different word senses, different registers, 
different inflections (?)

• house, home are common

• shell is specialized (the Haus of a snail is a shell)

Haus : house, home, shell, household

Thursday, January 24, 13
Tuesday, November 29, 16



How common is each?
Translation Count

house 5000

home 2000

shell 100

household 80

Thursday, January 24, 13
Tuesday, November 29, 16



Lexical Translation
• Goal: a model

• where    and    are complete English and Foreign sentences

• Lexical translation makes the following assumptions:

• Each word in     in    is generated from exactly one word 
in

• Thus, we have an alignment     that indicates which word
     “came from”, specifically it came from       .

• Given the alignments    , translation decisions are 
conditionally independent of each other and depend only 
on the aligned source word    .

p(e | f,m)

e f

eei
f

ai
ei fai

a

e = he1, e2, . . . , emi f = hf1, f2, . . . , fni
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Lexical Translation
• Goal: a model

• where    and    are complete English and Foreign sentences

• Lexical translation makes the following assumptions:

• Each word in     in    is generated from exactly one word 
in

• Thus, we have an alignment     that indicates which word
     “came from”, specifically it came from       .

• Given the alignments    , translation decisions are 
conditionally independent of each other and depend only 
on the aligned source word      .

p(e | f,m)

e f

eei
f

ai
ei fai

a

fai
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e = he1, e2, ...emi f = hf1, f2, ...fni
a = ha1, a2, ...ami each ai 2 {0, 1, ..., n}

Lexical Translation

• Putting our assumptions together, we have:

Alignment Translation | Alignment⇥

p(e | f,m) =
X

a2[0,n]m

p(a | f,m)⇥
mY

i=1

p(ei | fai)

Thursday, January 24, 13

=p(e | f ,m)
X

a2{0,1,..,n}m

p(a | f ,m)⇥
mY

i=1

p(ei | fai)

[Alignment]  x  [Translation | Alignment]

Modeling assumptions

Tuesday, November 29, 16



Alignment
• Alignments can be visualized in by drawing 

links between two sentences, and they are 
represented as vectors of positions:

a = (1, 2, 3, 4)>

Thursday, January 24, 13

f =

e =

Lexical Translation
• Goal: a model

• where    and    are complete English and Foreign sentences

• Lexical translation makes the following assumptions:

• Each word in     in    is generated from exactly one word 
in

• Thus, we have an alignment     that indicates which word
     “came from”, specifically it came from       .

• Given the alignments    , translation decisions are 
conditionally independent of each other and depend only 
on the aligned source word      .

p(e | f,m)

e f

eei
f

ai
ei fai

a

fai

Thursday, January 24, 13

Tuesday, November 29, 16



Reordering
• Words may be reordered during 

translation.

a = (3, 4, 2, 1)>

Thursday, January 24, 13

Lexical Translation
• Goal: a model

• where    and    are complete English and Foreign sentences

• Lexical translation makes the following assumptions:

• Each word in     in    is generated from exactly one word 
in

• Thus, we have an alignment     that indicates which word
     “came from”, specifically it came from       .

• Given the alignments    , translation decisions are 
conditionally independent of each other and depend only 
on the aligned source word      .

p(e | f,m)

e f

eei
f

ai
ei fai

a

fai
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Word Dropping

• A source word may not be translated at all

a = (2, 3, 4)>
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Lexical Translation
• Goal: a model

• where    and    are complete English and Foreign sentences

• Lexical translation makes the following assumptions:

• Each word in     in    is generated from exactly one word 
in

• Thus, we have an alignment     that indicates which word
     “came from”, specifically it came from       .

• Given the alignments    , translation decisions are 
conditionally independent of each other and depend only 
on the aligned source word      .

p(e | f,m)

e f

eei
f

ai
ei fai

a

fai
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Word Insertion
• Words may be inserted during translation

English just does not have an equivalent

But it must be explained - we typically assume
every source sentence contains a NULL token

a = (1, 2, 3, 0, 4)>

Thursday, January 24, 13

Lexical Translation
• Goal: a model

• where    and    are complete English and Foreign sentences

• Lexical translation makes the following assumptions:

• Each word in     in    is generated from exactly one word 
in

• Thus, we have an alignment     that indicates which word
     “came from”, specifically it came from       .

• Given the alignments    , translation decisions are 
conditionally independent of each other and depend only 
on the aligned source word      .

p(e | f,m)

e f

eei
f

ai
ei fai

a

fai
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One-to-many Translation

• A source word may translate into more 
than one target word

a = (1, 2, 3, 4, 4)>

Thursday, January 24, 13

Lexical Translation
• Goal: a model

• where    and    are complete English and Foreign sentences

• Lexical translation makes the following assumptions:

• Each word in     in    is generated from exactly one word 
in

• Thus, we have an alignment     that indicates which word
     “came from”, specifically it came from       .

• Given the alignments    , translation decisions are 
conditionally independent of each other and depend only 
on the aligned source word      .

p(e | f,m)

e f

eei
f

ai
ei fai

a

fai
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Many-to-one Translation

• More than one source word may 
not translate as a unit in lexical translation

das Haus brach zusammen

the house collapsed

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

a =???

Thursday, January 24, 13

[IBM Model 1 can’t do this]

Lexical Translation
• Goal: a model

• where    and    are complete English and Foreign sentences

• Lexical translation makes the following assumptions:

• Each word in     in    is generated from exactly one word 
in

• Thus, we have an alignment     that indicates which word
     “came from”, specifically it came from       .

• Given the alignments    , translation decisions are 
conditionally independent of each other and depend only 
on the aligned source word      .

p(e | f,m)

e f

eei
f

ai
ei fai

a

fai

Thursday, January 24, 13

Tuesday, November 29, 16



IBM Model 1: Inference and learning
• Inferring alignments: assume lexical translations are 

independent conditional on alignments.  That implies it’s 
easy to compute

31

• How do we learn translation parameters?
argmax

✓
p(e | f, ✓)

Learning Lexical 
Translation Models
• How do we learn the parameters

• “Chicken and egg” problem

• If we had the alignments, we could 
estimate the parameters (MLE)

• If we had parameters, we could find the 
most likely alignments

p(e | f)

Thursday, January 24, 13

Learning Lexical 
Translation Models
• How do we learn the parameters

• “Chicken and egg” problem

• If we had the alignments, we could 
estimate the parameters (MLE)

• If we had parameters, we could find the 
most likely alignments

p(e | f)

Thursday, January 24, 13

• Chicken and egg problem:
If we knew alignments, translation 
parameters would be trivial (just 
counting):

argmax

✓
p(e | a, f, ✓)

p(a | e, f, ✓)

Tuesday, November 29, 16



EM Algorithm
• pick some random (or uniform) parameters

• Repeat until you get bored (~ 5 iterations for lexical translation 
models)

• using your current parameters, compute “expected” 
alignments for every target word token in the training data

• keep track of the expected number of times f translates into e 
throughout the whole corpus

• keep track of the expected number of times that f is used as 
the source of any translation

• use these expected counts as if they were “real” counts in the 
standard MLE equation

p(ai | e, f) (on board)

Thursday, January 24, 13
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EM for Model 1
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EM for Model 1
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EM for Model 1
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EM for Model 1
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EM for Model 1
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Convergence
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EM algorithm
• Very general meta-algorithm when we have

• observed data x
• latent (hidden) variables z
• parameters θ

• and

• we want argmaxθ P(x | θ) but it’s intractable

• but this is easy: argmaxθ P(x,z | θ)

• EM: iterate

• E-step: Infer P(z | x, θ)   [[make your best guess]]

• M-step: Infer with the usual MLE but with weighted counts 
from the E-step

• Many applications in NLP:

• Unsupervised training of HMMs, NB, topic models...

• Semi-supervised learning: see only some of the labels

39
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MT Evaluation
• Problem:  {source => target} has very large output space

• Ideally: bilingual humans judge every (source, translation) 
pair.  Typically Likert scale for:

• Faithfulness

• Fluency  [[monolingual humans can do this one]]

• BLEU score: an automatic metric

• Given (source, target) gold-standard, score translation

• ~Precision of translation’s ngrams: are they in the gold-
standard translation?

• Brevity penalty (so can’t game it with short sentences)

• Problem: there are multiple legitimate ways to say the 
same thing!

• => Use multiple alternate gold-standard translations

40
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Reference translation 1:   
The U.S. island of Guam is maintaining 
a high state of alert after the Guam 
airport and its offices both received an 
e-mail from someone calling himself 
the Saudi Arabian Osama bin Laden 
and threatening a biological/chemical 
attack against public places such as 
the airport . 

Reference translation 3:   
The US International Airport of Guam 
and its office has received an email 
from a self-claimed Arabian millionaire 
named Laden , which threatens to 
launch a biochemical attack on such 
public places as airport . Guam 
authority has been on alert .  

Reference translation 4:   
US Guam International Airport and its 
office received an email from Mr. Bin 
Laden and other rich businessman 
from Saudi Arabia . They said there 
would be biochemistry air raid to Guam 
Airport and other public places . Guam 
needs to be in high precaution about 
this matter .  

Reference translation 2:   
Guam International Airport and its 
offices are maintaining a high state of 
alert after receiving an e-mail that was 
from a person claiming to be the 
wealthy Saudi Arabian businessman 
Bin Laden and that threatened to 
launch a biological and chemical attack 
on the airport and other public places .  

Machine translation:   
The American [?] international airport 
and its the office all receives one calls 
self the sand Arab rich business [?] 
and so on electronic mail , which 
sends out ;  The threat will be able 
after public place and so on the 
airport to start the biochemistry 
attack , [?] highly alerts after the 
maintenance. 

Multiple Reference Translations 

Reference translation 1:   
The U.S. island of Guam is maintaining 
a high state of alert after the Guam 
airport and its offices both received an 
e-mail from someone calling himself 
the Saudi Arabian Osama bin Laden 
and threatening a biological/chemical 
attack against public places such as 
the airport . 

Reference translation 3:   
The US International Airport of Guam 
and its office has received an email 
from a self-claimed Arabian millionaire 
named Laden , which threatens to 
launch a biochemical attack on such 
public places as airport . Guam 
authority has been on alert .  

Reference translation 4:   
US Guam International Airport and its 
office received an email from Mr. Bin 
Laden and other rich businessman 
from Saudi Arabia . They said there 
would be biochemistry air raid to Guam 
Airport and other public places . Guam 
needs to be in high precaution about 
this matter .  

Reference translation 2:   
Guam International Airport and its 
offices are maintaining a high state of 
alert after receiving an e-mail that was 
from a person claiming to be the 
wealthy Saudi Arabian businessman 
Bin Laden and that threatened to 
launch a biological and chemical attack 
on the airport and other public places .  

Machine translation:   
The American [?] international airport 
and its the office all receives one calls 
self the sand Arab rich business [?] 
and so on electronic mail , which 
sends out ;  The threat will be able 
after public place and so on the 
airport to start the biochemistry 
attack , [?] highly alerts after the 
maintenance. 
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• Statistical MT:

• Phrase-based models (extension of lexical models) are common 
(e.g. Moses system)

• Syntactic and other models too

• ...but!  These all just changed!

• Neural MT 

• e.g. Google’s 2016 paper

• Use NN representations of words and sentences

• Alignment models reborn as attention-based neural networks: choose 
which source words to look at, when translating next target word

• How to incorporate linguistic knowledge and constraints?

42
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